Dear Ms. McVay,

The Over the Rhine Community Council has received your request to list of locations in the neighborhood where pedestrian safety could be improved. The Parking and Transportation committee of the council has discussed your request and suggests examining the following options:

1. 14th and Vine - add a crosswalk across Vine on the north side West 14th OR add a crosswalk across Vine to the intersection of Vine and East 14th (with paddle as necessary)

2. Liberty and Pleasant - as discussed in the Liberty Street Safety Improvement study

3. Liberty and Main - freshen up the crosswalk paint. Consider a flashing “School Zone” sign for Rothenberg.

4. Central Parkway and Ravine - add crosswalks. Consider flashing yellow light and pedestrian paddle as necessary. Consider temporary “Your Speed Is” sign somewhere along this stretch of Central Parkway.

5. Central Parkway and Wade - add a crosswalk and consider pedestrian paddles

6. Elm Street between 15th and Liberty - add a crosswalk across Elm at either Odeon or Wade

Additionally, a wider request for feedback will be circulated among the membership so that a list may be compiled for future reference.

Thank you

Maurice Wagoner

President, OTRCC